MAG Conducts PM 10 Street Sweeper Call for Applications

Procure Method

Certified Acceptance Agency

Local Proctors Sweeper

Local Pays Vendor

Local Sends Invoice Documentation to MAG

MAG Reviews Invoice for ADOT - ADOT Reimburses Local

Local Contacts MAG for Disposal*

Non-CA Self Administered

Local Requests & Submits Application to ADOT

ADOT Initiates IGA

Local Pays Vendor

Local Sends Invoice Documentation to MAG

MAG Reviews Invoice for ADOT - ADOT Reimburses Local

Local Contacts MAG for Disposal*

CA or Non-CA ADOT Contract

ADOT Initiates IGA

Local issues Purchase Order from ADOT Contract

Local Pays Vendor

Local Sends Invoice Documentation to MAG

MAG Reviews Invoice for ADOT - ADOT Reimburses Local

Local Contacts MAG for Disposal*

NTP Letter Will Be Sent from MAG Notifying Local of Federal Authorization. Do Not Advertise Prior to NTP Letter

*Local maintains and operates sweeper through its useful life and contacts MAG prior to disposal. MAG contacts ADOT for approval.